


Six Days tells the incredible true story of  
WWII Navy Veteran Bill Harrison and his 
miraculous survival after his ship sank off the 
coast of Okinawa ˝

At midnight on September, 16, 1945  a vicious 
typhoon struck. Of the 45 sailers aboard the 
YMS472, only 9 made it off the ship alive, 
clinging on to a tiny balsa wood life raft. ˝

65 foot waves and 125 mph winds catapulted 
the raft across the ocean thrusting the men 
six stories down into the depths of the sea.  ˝

As they struggled to breach the surface of the 
water, the next wave would lift them back up  
60 feet high before the typhoon winds hurled 
them across the ocean  again, plummeting 
their bodies deep into the raging water below.˝

Over the course of the night, the raft was 
blown 40 miles from the crash site. Exhausted 
and injured, the men awoke only to find 
themselves surrounded by killer sharks.˝

With no food or water or rescue ships in sight 
the men endured horrific conditions. Their 
skin charred from the burning sun, before sea 
ulcers covered their bodies and tore open 
their flesh˝

Slowly the nine men were losing their minds 
from drinking sea water and dehydration. 
One by one, they perished their bodies 
devoured by sharks.˝

After 6 days and 6 nights, only four survivors  
remained embracing their ominous fate.˝

But something bigger was working inside Bill 
Harrison His faith blossomed through these 
impossible odds . His will to survive and hold 
on to his sanity led him to save his remaining 
crew and live to tell his story. ˝

For the next 70 years, Bill never stopped 
telling people about his miraculous journey. 
And we honor his memory and legacy. 

Synopsis

Bill Harrison 1945

Bill Harrison 2013 sharing his story to school children



The film is based around the 2007 self published book Six Days on a 
Raft.  The book was revised by Tim Lowry ˝
to create a more dynamic feel and look.  ˝
Following the new release of the Deluxe ˝
Edition in 2014, the book has received˝
amazing acclaim and great reviews.˝

Recently it became the #1 best seller ˝
at Barnes & Noble bookstore for an˝
independent author signing event,˝
prompting Barnes & Noble to ˝
request the book to not just be ˝
available online, but through ˝
their stores as well.˝

Our goal is to sell and give away˝
1 million copies of the book to create a fan base that will support the˝
release of the film.  Fans of the book are eagerly awaiting the release 
of the film.   

THE BOOK



This is a wonderful story of God's faithfulness and the power of 
prayer! This book is defiantly worth the read!  

REVIEWS

- Joanne Bischof

The story of 9 sailors on a raft spending 6 harrowing days with no food 
or water was horrifying and inspiring to read. It is a story of a man's 
faith in God and his belief that his life was in God's hands to save or 
take.  Inspiring and a blessing of a book. I couldn't put it down!

- Kristi Richardson

It is almost unfathomable that someone could go through what Bill 
did and live to tell about it. How Bill survives the extreme forces of 
nature, psychological torment and physical pain he endured is a 
captivating and fascinating read. It is a testament to the power of the 
human spirit.

- Mike Wech

A great story of human endurance written against the background of WW2 
and set in the vast eastern Pacific. The writer survived the sinking of his ship 
during a huge typhoon by mentally reliving his childhood and the family love 
that had carried his own Father through the Great Depression. Even as 
others in the raft were driven to death by thirst and the hopelessness of their 
situation, these memories of compassion gave Mr Harrison the will to 
survive. This is a very moving story.

- Michael Bolander



Joey Paul is one of the kindest, most loved casting 
directors in Hollywood.  She has cast hundreds of 
films, TV shows, Pilots, and Shorts.  I have worked 
with her for over 20 years and know that she puts her 
heart into every project she does.   I look forward to 
teaming up with her again for this project.     ˝

So far, casting this film has not been like any other.  
Normally we have hundreds of actors read for the 
parts and I choose the best of the best.  With this film 
God has shown me who he wants to play specific 
roles.  At first this was terrifying, but as I would offer 
the parts to the exact people God showed me, it 
became so clear that he was doing something very 
special with this film.˝

This film has become a blessing for everyone that 
has gotten involved.  From the producers to the 
actors to the post production crew, everyone is so 
humbled and honored that they have been chosen.  
Ihave heard numerous times the cast and crew say... 
“I have been praying for a project like this... I can’t 
believe I actually get to do this!... Thank you Lord.”  
It’s great to see God at work and to see that He is 
getting all the Honor and Glory for this project.  

Joey Paul Jensen 
Casting Director

Casting

www.joeypauljensen.com

http://www.joeypauljensen.com


Jordan Fry  
as Bill Harrison

Pete Davidson 
as Joseph Mendello

Alexander Ludwig 
as Freeman Hetzer

Chase Crawford 
as Thaddeus Cullinan

Joseph Gordon Levitt 
as Norman Plumb

Bill Skarsgard 
as Donald Hartman

Cameron Monagham 
as Wayne Neyland

Miles Teller  
as Edward Hicks

Evan Peters  
as Lt. Renner

Desired Cast: YMS 472 CREW

The roles of the nine sailers who were able to escape the sinking YMS 472 and survive the terror of the raging seas 
are demanding, once-in-a-lifetime opportunities that garner serious Oscar consideration.  Strong supporting roles for the YMS 

Captain, Bill Harrison’s wife Aida Mae and his family will also attract great actors who want to be a part of making history.



Cast
YMS 472 ˝
Captain Willard Blaser

Hugh Jackman Gary Sinese Gerard Butler

The coveted role of the YMS 472’s Captain is prime for a veteran  
Hollywood icon to step into. This real life WWII hero will have his 
memory honored by a master of his craft in Six Days.



AnnaSophia Robb˝
 Young Ida Mae Harrison

IMDB: AnnaSophia Robb

AnnaSophia has become a strong leading lady with her 
role as Bethany in Soul Surfers.  AnnaSophia and Jordan 
Fry have worked together before in Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory.  Her stunning beauty and innocents, 
along with her strong faith in God will be perfect for the 
role of Bill’s wife Ida Mae.   

Winner of a Young Artist Award 
For Bridge to Terabithia

Cast

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1455681


Gail Petry˝
Executive Producer and Board Advisor

Producing Team
Gail M. Petry is a results-oriented Senior Executive 
Producer with extensive experience in project and film 
development, digital media (games), Broadway fundraising, 
and film and project financing for the global entertainment 
industry, successfully bringing qualified investors together 
with quality media and entertainment content.˝
 ˝
Gail is currently executive producing the video game based 
on Blazing Samurai, an animated film produced by Rob 
Minkoff and starring Samuel L. Jackson, Michelle Yeoh 
and Michael Cera. She is also executive producing several 
major motion pictures, including the animated franchise A 
Few Good Spoons directed by Alex Williams; Drawing 
Inspiration, The Chuck Jones Story, a feature documentary 
about the creator of Warner Bros’ iconic Looney Tunes 
characters; and Kona, a family film based on the true story 
of a young girl who rescues a dolphin. Gail was also an 
executive producer of In the Life of Music, which was 
recently selected as the Cambodian entry for the Best 
International Feature Film at the 92nd Academy Awards.

.An entrepreneur at heart, Gail has also been a successful real estate investor and is 
CEO of Health and Wellness Solutions, LLC, which offers health related cutting-edge 
technology and nutrition. Gail recently joined the Sam Houston Southwest Film 
Investment Fund as an advisor to its Board of Directors and as an executive producer 
on several major motion pictures currently in development in house, including The 
Mullahs Storm with Mikael Salomon Directing, Alex in Aqualand and Bronx Zoo.



Steve Ecclesine ˝
 Producer, Production Manager

Producing Team
Steve wrote the book, So You Wanna Be A Producer? being used in film schools 
across the world. Steve has produced and directed  over 700 TV shows and 16 films.˝
Recent credit include the acclaimed  documentary Have You Heard About Greg? A 
Journey through Alzheimer’s with Faith, Hope and Humor, Justin Bieber’s 2020 
Dance Videos (80 million+ views. Plus Chasing Happiness:  Jonas Brothers (Amazon 
Prime) and Demi Lovato: My Truth, (Google/ YouTube)  Steve was the second 
American to produce a TV series in Vancouver: Airwolf II (Universal/USA Network.˝

Steve’s TV credits include:˝
Sliders, Season One (FOX.)Pacific Blue (USA Network,) 
Mantis (Sam Raimi’s Renaissance Productions/ FOX)˝
Scruples, (WB/ABC) The Amazing Live Sea Monkeys 
(Howie Mandel/CBS) Slamball (Tollin-Robbins/Spike) 
Black Sash (CW) Tom Clancy's Ghost Recon Wildlands: 
War Within the Cartel, (Ubisoft/Amazon Prime)˝

Steve also produced 5 Creature Features for HBO/
Screen Gems: She Creature, Day the World Ended, ˝
How to Make a Monster, Earth vs. The Spider,and 
Teenage Caveman, with creatures by Academy Award 
winner Stan Winston. ˝

 Other film credits include Rest Stop II, Otis, Alien 
Raiders.(Warner Home Video ˝
     ˝
                   Plus the films Organyzm and Wanted: Undead      ˝
                   or Alive  (Odd Lot Entertainment) and the        ˝
                   family films Space Warriors produced in  ˝
                   Huntsville Alabama and  Zburbs (Indican)



Tim Lowry˝
 Director, Writer, Producer

From Turkey, the Philippines and Hawaii... to Germany, 
Taiwan, China and everywhere in between, Tim Lowry has 
produced and directed productions generating over One 
Billion Dollars of  trackable income for his clients.  ˝

As Founder and CEO of DesertRock Entertainment, Tim  
created projects for Fortune 500 Companies like Reebok, 
Yum Brands, IHOP, Ford, Nissan, Coca-Cola Company, 
BMW, Raytheon, Pioneer and more; plus guided efforts for 
the UNITED STATES ARMY, MARINES, AIR FORCE and 
NAVY.˝

Producing Team

As a Visual Effects Guru and 
supervisor Tim has guided 
studio films like “3 Ninjas: 
Highnoon at Megan Mountain, 
as well as created new

technologies and 4D Experiences for theme park attractions 
around the world including  Marvel’s X-MEN: REVENGE,  
Time Alley, Danger Island and Voyage to Mars (Warner 
Brothers) where millions of visitors experience his work.

Tim incorporated his Visual FX experience into producing 
and directing the Award Winning feature film FINAL 
FREQUENCY. ˝

DesertRock Entertainment has delivered over 100 television 
programs, feature films, commercials and music videos 
internationally as Tim Lowry continues to develop his 
revolutionary vision for media. 



Mike Wech˝
 Writer, Producer, Editor

Producing Team
For the last 25 years, Mike Wech has helped production companies, producers, networks and 
studios bring their ideas to life. Mike is the creative force behind these projects, working as 
Writer, Producer, Camera Operator, Director and Lead Editor. ˝

Recent credits include Showrunner for the #1 rated True Crime Series “Drug Wars, the 
international lifestyle series “Being Beautiful “which filmed in 10 countries in 2019, and the first 
season of the celebrity driven “Kars & Stars.  From Pre-Production through delivery Mike has 
efficiently guided over 300 Hours of Network Television including Full Seasons of “Life Matters,” 
“The National Bible Bee Gameshow,” “Pistol Pete Diaries,” “The Horseman’s Apprentice,” “Good 
Samaritans,” and “Holiday on Ice˝

Mike lead post-production on the 
feature films “South Dakota,” 
“Across The Line: The Exodus of 
Charlie Wright”, “Beyond The 
Mask.” “The  Moment After 2” 
“Warning Shot” and “Dead Drop˝

With an eye toward the future, Mike 
has been developing new 
technology for remote editorial 
workflows, immersive stereoscopic 
3D, along with apps and Franchise 
Content utilizing Virtual and 
Augmented Reality with live 
entertainment experiences. 



Christine Fry˝
 Production Coordinator

On the set Christine is truly a hands on producer with the 
flexibility and experience to tackle the toughest situations.  
From costumes to craft service, she does what it takes to 
keep her productions on time and under budget.  Christine 
has worked overseas and coordinate several multi-country 
projects with outstanding results.

Producing Team



Choosing the right crew is critical to the 
success of this project.  This film requires a 
crew that is seasoned in filming overseas and 
in extreme conditions.

These amazing people can’t wait to 
get started.  They all have fallen in 
love with Bill and are excited to 
bring his story to life.  These men 
and women are more than just a 
crew... they are my family.  I love 
each one of them dearly and their 
talents will make this film shine in 
every way.  After reading the script I 
repeatedly hear the crew say...˝
 ˝

“This isn’t a film I want to do... 
This  is a film I HAVE to do!”

Bill’s story demands an 
award winning crew and God 
is making that happen.  I am 
truly humbled to see what He 
is doing.  It is an honor to be 
able to work with such an 
amazing and talented crew.

Crew



Russell Carpenter˝
 Cinematographer

IMDB:Russell Carpenter

Russell is my first choice for cinematographer.  He has the 
ability to capture the intense action scenes and dramatic 
character moments our film requires.  He knows how to 
shoot in the water and has worked with several of our crew 
members.  Russell’s talented eye and commitment to detail 
will take the look of our film to the highest caliber. 

Winner of an Academy Awards For  Titanic

Crew

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0738943


Craig T. Currie˝
 Prop and Model Maker

IMDB:Craig Currie

For years Craig has created custom made props and models for all 
the major directors and studios.  From concept to design to finished 
product, Craig and his team at SCPS Unlimited do it all.  6 Days On 
A Raft requires 1945 replica props and set designs.  Craig and his 
team stand ready to create authentic looking models and props for 
this project.  Craig is honored to be a part of this project and is 
excited to bring it to the screen. 

Academy Award Nomination  For˝
Best Film Short “Fresh Guacamole”

Crew

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0192952


Pete Ramona˝
 Underwater Cinematographer

IMDB:Pete Ramona

Pete is THE expert when it comes to filming underwater.  He 
has won multiple awards for his filming and inventions.  From 
Titanic to Battleship and everything in between, Pete has 
filmed the most intense underwater scenes imaginable.  With 
his equipment and keen eye, Pete will ensure that the YMS 472 
ship sinking scenes will be safe and of the highest caliber.       

Winner of 2 Academy Awards For˝
Developing the Remote AquaCam and 
the SeaPar 1200 HDMI Light

Crew

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0738943


David Ebner˝
 Special and Visual Effects Director

IMDB: David Ebner

David Ebner has established himself as an industry 
leader in Visual Effects.  As a lead executive for Cafe 
FX, David has worked as a VFX Supervisor and 
Production Executive for 63 feature films including 
the blockbuster hits Spiderman 3, The Aviator, Sin 
City, King Kong, Alice in Wonderland, The Monkey 
King, Pirates of the Caribbean: Dead Man's Chest, 
Hellboy, The Aviator, The Departed, Pans Labrynth, 
Sin City, The Fast and The Furious and many more.˝

As a visual storyteller and master of his craft, David 
brings a unique visual style, experience and practical 
wisdom to the Six Days crew.˝

Visual Effects



Thomas Dickens˝
 Visual Effects Artist

IMDB:Thomas Dickens

Thomas has been the lead modeler and visual effects animator 
for many blockbuster films.  He has worked on projects for 
Digital Domain, Rhythm & Hues and Warner Digital.  Thomas 
knows how to achieve a visual effect shot on time and in the 
most cost effective way.   I have worked with Thomas many 
times in the past and I am looking forward to seeing his talents 
shine on this project.          

Visual Effects

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1309777


Post Production

David Kitchens˝
 Sound Designer and Mixer

IMDB:David Kitchens

David is one of the best sound designers in the business.  His 
talents are amazing.  Great Sound Design is important for this 
film in order for the audience to feel like they are really part of 
the action.  David will deliver that sound.  He goes above and 
beyond the call of duty because he truly cares about the work 
he does.  David said,  “I have to do this film.”      

Winner of a Prime Time Emmy for 
James Cameron’s Aliens of the Deep

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0457672


Keith Roush˝
 Senior Colorist and DCP Mastering

Roush Media

Keith Roush is a master craftsman with an exceptionally 
artist eye for creating colorful masterpieces.  Keith is 
well respected in the industry.  He has worked with 
some of the biggest names in Hollywood and they have 
come to depend on his brilliance.  I have worked with 
Keith for many years and know first hand how he puts 
his heart into every project he works on.  Keith is so 
excited to be involved in this project and is a huge asset.

Post Production

http://www.roush-media.com


Keith Roush˝
 Senior Colorist and DCP Mastering

Roush Media

Coloring a film is a big part of the post production 
process.  It is important for creating the look and feel 
of the film. From Steven Spielberg to Eric Small, many 
amazing directors rely on Keith to give their visions a 
dynamic look on screen.  It is a privilege and honor to 
have Keith as our senior colorist on this project.    

A Timeless Call 
Directed by Steven Spielberg

10,000 Days 
Directed by Eric Small

http://www.roush-media.com


Locations
Locations are very important in creating the 
realism of the film.  6 Days on a Raft takes us on 
locations throughout the world.  From Florida to 
Texas to California.  From Hawaii to Japan all 
during the years of 1926 to 1945.   Location fees, 
permits, tax credits, travel and local vendor 
support all play a part in choosing a location.

We want to be good stewards of 
our resources so it is important 
for us to get the most use out of 
every location and get it for the 
best price possible.  Our team is 
very good at doing this.



Los Angeles California is a great place for 
shooting multiple locations.  For the safety 
of our actors we will be filming the ocean 
scenes in a water tank.  Universal  Studios 
has one of the largest water tanks in 
California.  They also have large sound 
stages and backlot sets that match our 
time periods.  Shooting on the backlot of 
universal has many benefits.  It is centrally 
located and supported by all the major 
filmmaking vendors. We also have options 
available for discounted rates with other 
studio facilities in California, Atlanta GA, 
Canada and Tawain.

Our goal is to spend our 
budget wisely.  We will 
negotiate the best prices 
possible.  The more scenes 
we can shoot in one location 
means more savings in the 
overall budget.

Studio Lots

Los Angeles



Minutes away from Universal Studios is a 
working train museum with ticketing station,  
working locomotives and train cars from the 
1940’s.   The interiors for the train station can 
be filmed near by at the historic union 
station in downtown Los Angeles. 

Train Museum  ˝
 Griffith Park, California

Using real trains instead of 
computer generated images 
is much cheaper and cost 
effective.  Plus it gives a 
realism to the scenes that 
would be very hard to 
recreate in the computer.  

Griffith Park



We have the privilege of filming the real 
Queen Mary.  The production value is 
priceless.  The interior dining areas will 
be used for the pearl harbor hotel scenes.  
All the furnishings are vintage just like 
they were in 1945.  It is an honor to film 
on the same ship Bill protected so many 
years ago.   

Queen Mary  ˝
 Long Beach, California

Long Beach



Baja Studios in Rosarito, Mexico is an option for shooting 
the underwater scenes, raft scenes, and 1945 city scenes.  
Having control over the sinking of the YMS 472 is critical. 

Baja Studios˝
 Rosarito, Mexico

This location gives us a real ocean 
horizon, indoor green screen tank for 
visual effects and an indoor tank with a 
controllable sinking floor.  This allows us 
to sink the interior sets of the YMS 472 
with precise control and safety.   The 
studio also has a large moving crane that 
will be used for aerial shots instead of 
using an expensive helicopter.

Mexico



Pearl Harbor, Hawaii is the perfect location to 
replicate the south pacific scenes.  Thanks to the 
movie Pearl Harbor, an 8 million dollar stadium 
sized tank was built for the ship sinking scenes.  
We now how access to this tank without having to 
pay to build it ourselves. This tank is deep enough  

Pearl Harbor˝
 Oahu, Hawaii

to capture the dramatic underwater 
footage needed, while keeping the 
actors safe and away from real sharks 
or other marine wildlife.   ˝

The island still has military buildings 
from the 1940’s along with military 
vehicles from that same time period.  
There are also many locations with 
open fields, thick palm trees and 
sandy beaches that can double ˝
for the coast of Japan.  Oahu ˝
has an extensive film support 
community allowing us to save ˝
money by renting equipment 

on site instead of having to 
ship everything over there.    

Hawaii



Millard’s Crossing is a historical village located in 
east Texas about 3 hours from Dallas.  This village 
is perfect for the 1920’s scenes of Bill growing up 
in Orange Texas.  The village has a church, school, 
post office, gas station, general store and several 
houses.     

Millard’s Crossing˝
 Nacogdoches, Texas

The interiors of the buildings are 
fully restored to the original 1920’s 
look.  There are vintage clothes 
and furnishings that we can use 
for filming as well.  It is only a few 
miles away from the wide open 
plains Texas is known for.    

Texas



The Sharks
The sharks are a big part of this film.  For 6 days 
and nights twelve (14 foot) sharks never stopped 
swimming around and under the raft.  The raft was 
only 9 feet long.  To say the men feared for their 
lives was an understatement.  These Sharks 
brought sheer terror to the hearts of these sailors.

While filming we need to keep our actors 
safe and out of danger.  To do this we have 
decided to create the sharks in the 
computer.  I am working with a visual 
effects team from Sweden who has 
mastered the creation of digital sharks.  
With their help the shark scenes will be 
so realistic and I will have full control of 
where and how I want the sharks to act in 
any given scene. 

Original Footage

Digital Sharks

Final Composited and Colored Shot



The Sharks
By having the sharks be completely digital, I 
can create much more dynamic shots.  I can 
create the intense fear and danger without 
harming the actors.˝

Since the raft was nothing more than a cargo 
net with wooden slats for a floor, it is critical 
we see the sharks swimming around and 
underneath the raft.  ˝

I am excited to be able to safely recreate the 
real horror these men went through without 
putting anyone in danger.

Original Footage

Digital Shark

Final Composited and Colored Shot



The Sharks
The Sharks also need to look real outside of the water.  
When the typhoon is throwing the YMS 472 around it 
will also throw a shark onto the deck.  While the men 
are trying to get the raft loose they will come face to face 
with a shark out of the water.˝

By using the visual effects team in Sweden we are 
keeping the cost down because we are using models 
they have already created.  Before I became a director,   I 
was a visual effects supervisor and visual effects 
director.  I know how critical it is to have excellent 
visual effects.  It required good models, textures, 
lighting, coloring and believable animation.  These 
Sharks have all of these things and I am so excited    
that 90% of the hard work is already done.

Original Footage

Digital Shark

Final Composited and Colored Shot



To accompany the film, we have created a 10 minute documentary 
that shares Bill’s story.  It has already be well received in schools 
and churches.  Principles like the fact that it is only 10 minutes 
long allowing it to be shown in their school assembly schedules.  
CURRICULUM is currently being developed for the book and 
documentary allowing 6 Days on a Raft to be sold to schools and 
colleges as required reading.  Teacher’s are excited to see this 
piece of American history come to life as it is told by the person 
who actually experienced it.        

Another great resource is the “SURVIVING YOUR STORM” 
church series.  This resource allows churches to license a ˝
4 week series based around the book & 10 minute documentary.  
The series includes 4 weeks of sermon note outlines for the 
pastor, template maps, postcards, flyers, and bulletin graphics 
to invite people from around the community to attend and ˝
4 digital download videos that breakup the documentary.  We 
recently tested the series and the results were amazing.  During 
the 4 weeks, the church congregation DOUBLED in size.  After 
the series was finished more than half of the new attendees 
stayed and became church members.˝

So many people are trapped in depression, hopelessness and 
even thoughts of death.  This series gives people hope and 
strength. Bill is a living testimony of true faith in God.˝

Churches can buy the book for discounted rates ˝
and give them as gifts to the registered guests.˝
Upon request, Bill can speak at these events.˝

        

STRENGTHENING THE CHURCH

10 Minute Documentary

Surviving Your Storm Church Resource Kit



What We Know
Bill Harrison’s epic true story has touched the 
hearts and souls of people around the world. ˝

Bill’s passion has inspired an Academy 
Award winning team who are committed to 
seeing Bill’s story come alive on the big 
screen.˝

With the help of our investors, this incredible 
piece of WWII history can bring healing, hope 
and inspiration to millions of people around 
the world. ˝

All of the pieces are in place with a stunning 
script to create an unforgettable, epic motion 
picture. ˝

Featuring a cast of up and coming stars, Six 
Days will catapult our actors to super star 
status with demanding, once-in-a-lifetime 
roles that will garner award consideration. ˝

Our Academy Award Nominated Visual 
Effects team will also be able to create 
unforgettable visuals that will  have their 
place in cinematic history. ˝

With our use of new technology, we will bring 
Bill’s story to life in an immersive way that 
will set a new standard for motion pictures. ˝



Conclusion
This film is all about Bill Harrison.  He is the true 
hero.  He is the one God has blessed and he is the 
one we are doing this for.  I have never seen a film 
project come together so quickly.  It is amazing to 
see God’s hand in every aspect of this project.  We 
give God all the glory and honor as he continues 
to prove how awesome He really is.  It is clear to 
me that God is giving this film to Bill as a gift.  
From Bill’s incredible events 65 years ago to 
Forrest Haggerty penning his book, to the divinely 
inspired screenplay, the journey has changed all 
of our lives.˝

As we now embark on the journey of making this 
screenplay into a film, we need your help to make 
this dream a reality.  We look forward to creating a 
deep and lasting relationship with those of you 
whom God has called to partner with us.   Once 
you meet Bill you will understand why this is not 
just a movie we want to make.  This is a movie we 
have to make.˝

6 Days will touch the hearts and lives of millions.  
We stand ready with a well qualified team to bring 
this amazing story to life.˝

In conclusion I simply ask that you keep us and 
this project in your prayers.  However God leads I 
thank you for your consideration and sincerely 
wish you many blessings.    

Forrest Haggerty, Bill & Tim

This film is dedicated to God and to all of the men and women who risked it all so that we could be free.

Contact: Tim Lowry 
Phone: 818-422-4937 
email:  tim@c3network.com

mailto:tim@c3network.com?subject=

